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Elena, founder with Giulio Nazzicone of the dancing school Crazy Ginger Swing and member of Crazy stompin’ Club dancing team. 
Both initiatives were born in 2013 to offer recreational and cultural activities in L’Aquila.



The city of L’Aquila (the Eagle, in Italian, aka the Queen of the Apennines) is now a two-faced place. 
It should be called L’Aquila bicipite (the double-headed eagle), because ten years after the devastating 

earthquake that almost destroyed it, the town has still to put its pieces back together. 

Under the Basilica of San Bernardino or around the Bright Fountain – the only two architectural treasures 

which have been restored – buildings are still in ruins; the white canvas of the construction sites still 

wrap the palaces making them look like ghosts and gates keep on blocking the access to abandoned roads and 

alleys. But behind this desolate view, on the outskirts of town, there’s a number of brand new quake-proof 

houses nurturing hopes for a different future. State-of-the-art buildings, like the Architects building 

or the futuristic ANAS headquarters, were born near old restored buildings, like the eighteenth-century 

Palazzo del Governo. A new Italy is taking shape: a country that is hardly working: many youngsters  don’t 

want to leave their territory even in such bad times. They’re creating new activities to fill the holes 

left by the earthquake and the faults of the politics: Gino, the luthier, who make violins in the centre 

of the town when all the other masters left; Luna, working at the Polarville bookstore with the founder 

Giuliano and making it a meeting point inviting artists and making exhibitions; and Mario, with its 

recording studio, or Olly, boosting L’Aquila’s atmosphere with the delicious smells coming from her 

bistrot. Many little worlds transforming the city of L’Aquila in a surreal movie set, a non-place lit by 

the cold lights of the construction sites but warmed by the smiles of those who know they found their way. 

Thanks to them, even containers are no more temporary shelters, and the red lights are not just emergency 

alerts. 

Those are signs of a generation that stopped to worry about time and started to taste life again, as 

there are no homes, towns or places worthy their names if they’re not lived by people able to write 

their story everyday. 



The intersection between Sallustio road, one of the main access to the old town centre of L’Aquila, and Cavour street, connecting with Duomo square.



Domenico, a medical student at L’Aquila University, decided to join a course to 
become a mountain guide under the direction of the Polo Informativo Regionale. 
It’s the first step to qualify as a Mountain Guide – Master of Alpinism and become 
a first aid specialist in high altitude.

Antonio was born in L’Aquila, where he now lives and works. Graduated in 
architecture, he deals with photography about urban landscape and architecture. 
He’s also an analyst of the anthropization and modification processes of places.



A building soon to be demolished at the end of XX September street. 
Before 2009, it hosted commercial activities, and private homes at the highest floors.



Simona, actress and collaborator on the courses of the acting company Spazio Rimediato. 
The company merges two already existing organisations, the cultural association Ricordo and the cultural association Est Est. They want to build a 

meeting point for ideas and initiatives for people of all ages.



In front of the former House of the student, completely collapsed in 2009. 
The intersection between XX September street and Persichetti road has several buildings being rebuilt.



Gino started an atelier in an old palace already restored. He crafts violins, violas and violoncellos according to the traditonal school of Milan. Gino 
uses his own models, and the paint is the traditional Italian oil-based one.



L’Aquila’s theather is still under restoration, but it’s still proposing shows at the Ridotto hall, on the left of the theather building, and at the 
auditorium of the Financial Guard.



Luna is an associate of Polarville, the only bookstore to re-open in the centre of 
L’Aquila after the earthquake, moving to Castello square from Duomo square – more 
central but now devastated. Polarville offers a wide choice of books and vinyls 
and hosts several cultural events with authors from all over Italy.

In Lucoli, near L’Aquila, Mattia di Carlo’s family is producing cheese only with 
traditional methods since 1972. The activity, re-opened after the earthquake of 

2009, now count also on the distribution of local foods, 
selected wines and artisanal beer.



A view of L’Aquila, with the churches of San Domenico and San Pietro a Coppito, the latter being restored with other buildings.



Mattia, a Motor Sciences student and rugby player with the “Gran Sasso Rugby” team. 
The team started in 2001 at the Istituto Comprensivo Navelli to offer a place of encounters for the youngsters.



A brand new, inhabited building near others being restored at the intersection 
between the boulevard surronding the centre of the town and Persichetti road.



Camilla, songwriter, arrived in L’Aquila to become a doctor and chose to stay and live in town. 
Her first CD will debut soon, published with the name of LeMore by the label Aloha Dischi.



The headquarters of the construction site of the Smart Tunnel, in boulevard Duca degli Abruzzi. 
The tunnel will optimize the underlying utilities of the town.



Stefano, owner of the Pinacoteca club, works in a vinyl records shop recently 
opened in town.

Luisa started to produce fabrics for aerial dance in L’Aquila two years ago, after 
some working experiences in London and Los Angeles. In L’Aquila she also works as 

instructor at the Zero Gravity gym.



A building being demolished in Sallustio road, one of the main access to the old town centre of L’Aquila.



Ferdinando, a consultant for a study focused on creating an operative protocol for the excavation of the Smart Tunnel of L’Aquila.



Palazzo square is in the centre of L’Aquila and, after the earthquake occurred in 2009, has been closed for a long time 
as it was included in the red zone because of the damages.



Gabriele, three degrees in music and a soon-to-be orchestra leader. 
He’s studying with the renowned Orchestra Sinfonica Abruzzese.
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